### Program Fee Notes:

1. **University of Canterbury**
   - *Meal plans* - The University of Canterbury may assign you to a residence hall with a mandatory meal plan. Meal plans are billed as a separate item to your Arcadia University account. These charges are generally posted the month after each semester begins. Your participation in a meal plan would lower the "estimate of additional expense" for meals by approximately the cost of the plan. Estimated charges are $1,550 for the semester and $3,200 for the calendar year 2009.

2. **University of Otago**
   - *Meal plans* - The University of Otago may assign you to a residence hall with a mandatory meal plan. Meal plans are billed as a separate item to your Arcadia University account. These charges are generally posted the month after each semester begins. Your participation in a meal plan would lower the "estimate of additional expense" for meals by approximately the cost of the plan. Estimated charges are $2,000 for the semester and $4,200 for the calendar year 2009.

3. **Victoria University of Wellington**
   - *Meal plans* - Victoria University may assign you to a residence hall with a mandatory meal plan. Meal plans are billed as a separate item to your Arcadia University account. These charges are generally posted the month after each semester begins. Your participation in a meal plan would lower the "estimate of additional expense" for meals by approximately the cost of the plan. Estimated charges are $1,500 for the semester and $3,000 for the calendar year 2009.

---

### Tuition:
The tuition portion of all program fees includes tuition for a full arts and most social science academic course load, pre-program advisory services, on-site orientation, complete support services throughout the program, International Student Identity Card (ISIC), health and accident insurance, post-program follow-up and transcript.

### Room/Housing:
The housing portion of our program fee assumes self-catered, shared accommodations. Students in catered housing or single accommodations could be subject to supplemental charges.